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WHEEL CYLINDERS AND WHEEL CYLINDER REPAIR KITS

WITH BLEEDER AT TOP as shown
bleed properly and may hold air.

b determine right from left.
cylinder in this position.
ting holes at top (eyes)
screw in center (nose position)

rake hose will be in lower (mouth position)
ose inlet points left, is left, driver (shown)
ose inlet points right, is right, passenger

*lnlet must always point to rear of truck.

Wheel cylinder repair kits: Kits change almost daily as they become items no manufacture wants to condt-
inue making. Some wheel cylinder repair kits include a spring with specially formed end coils to permit the spring
to also serye as cup expanders. The spring replaces old standard spring with two separate stamped metal cup
expanders. Do not attempt to use metal cup expanders with this style spring.
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**Hose inlet always points
toward rear of truck
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